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Distributed systems have become a standard method of operation for Internet-based services. While there exist methods to prove the authenticity and secure operation of a single remote party, it is not currently possible to efficiently obtain these same guarantees of a distributed system. Thus, in this work we present PortAuthority: a service which carefully manages connections and only authorizes input data from provably secure remote parties. To examine its effectiveness, we compare the performance of several different systems with and without the PortAuthority service. We show that PortAuthority is able to provide these guarantees without a significant overhead and independent of the communicating applications, with the only noticeable delay occurring at the initial connection setup.
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Chapter 1

Overview

1.1 Introduction

In the past several years, the Internet has increasingly become based on distributed systems rather than single servers. Virtualization and the performance and cost advantages of multiple commodity systems over a single super computer have hastened this change. In fact, most Internet and enterprise services today require interaction and coordination among multiple machines, each serving a potentially different purpose.

Take, for example, a simple distributed web application [8, 9]: a client may be directly interacting with a web server, but that web server in turn may obtain dynamic content from a series of database servers. Those database servers may be sending and receiving content from other machines, such as other web servers or management consoles. In trusting the main web server, a user is implicitly trusting all of these other machines as well - whether or not the user even knows of their existence.

While authentication protocols exist, such as TLS/SSL [10], the problem of verifying the underlying platform still exists. That is, a user may want to ensure that the received data is correct, not just that it came from the expected machine. The next step has been to use hardware-based modules for trusted computing, such at the Trusted Platform Module (TPM) [29]. These hardware-based attestations cryptographically bind the code on a machine to the underlying physical platform, allowing remote parties to
verify the boot-time integrity of a machine. However, these mechanisms have not scaled well to distributed environments and are unable to provide any guarantees about the applications actively running on the system.

In this work, we propose the PortAuthority service as a method for handling trusted connections. By using a service that can request and verify a hardware-based attestation of a remote party, PortAuthority is able to ensure that integrity-sensitive content is only received from verified parties. That is, PortAuthority provides mediation of network operations; it serves as a component in a system model that requires the mediation of all integrity relevant operations. As a result, PortAuthority provides the ability for remote parties to analyze the communication standards enforced by the system. In addition, PortAuthority uses message passing to minimize the amount of overhead required for maintaining integrity across a distributed system.

1.2 Problem

Consider a bank that allows online transactions, as most do. This online application will be interacting with other systems within the bank’s corporation, as well as systems in other locations. For example, a user may request a transfer to another bank, or may pay a credit card bill directly from the bank’s website, as illustrated in Figure 1.1. The user would like to ensure that all systems involved in this process are secure, since he will be using private bank account information.

However, the user does not (and perhaps should not) necessarily know all of the different systems that are involved in the transaction. For example, the web application
Fig. 1.1. Sample problem situation: how can the user trust all of the systems involved in a bank transaction?

may interact with a backend database. However, this database will likely not be accessible to the public for security purposes - it has no reason to be Internet-facing. Still, the user would like to ensure that the database is going to handle its information safely.

As a result, it becomes necessary to have a method of trusting all systems used in a distributed system from a single point - in this case, the user would like to be able to trust all systems used in the transaction based on his trust of the bank’s web application server. However, at the same time, the method of proving trust to the user must not be too slow: the user should not need to repeat the whole verification process for each transaction, especially considering that the user may perform multiple transactions at one time.

Likewise, from the bank’s point of view, the bank should not have to recreate these proofs for each user on the web application: there may be thousands of simultaneous users.
At the same time, however, the bank would not like to continually verify remote systems that are not used very often, such as if a particular credit card company is only rarely accessed.

It then becomes clear that some sort of connection and proof management service is necessary in addition to a method of generating a cryptographic proof of a distributed system from a single system within it. While the proof generating system is handled in other work, such as the Virtual Machine Verifier (VMV) system [25], we aim to solve the problem of connection and proof management.

1.3 Contribution

It is with the VMV system described in Chapter 2 that we aim to further enhance system integrity via connection protection and enhance performance via smart connection management. Our contribution to this field is the PortAuthority service: a method of handling trusted connections in a distributed system environment. It is intended for integration with the VMV system architecture. We consider PortAuthority a necessary improvement for scalability, due to the slow nature of each full system attestation.

1.4 Conclusion

We have proposed the PortAuthority service for managing trusted communications. In Chapter 2 we examine work related to integrity verification. In Chapter 3 we examine the design decisions behind the PortAuthority service. In Chapter 4 we explain how this design was implemented. In Chapter 5 we evaluate the performance of our implementation. Finally, a summary is provided in Chapter 6.
Chapter 2

Related Work

The notion of trust in a networked environment has several different avenues of research. Transport security mechanisms, such as IPsec [17, 12] and TLS/SSL [10], are able to provide network access control. However, they are unable to provide any guarantee about the secure creation of the content itself. Specific web access control mechanisms exist in web servers such as Apache, but these are specific to particular applications and are still unable to provide guarantees about the context in which content was created.

Research focus in establishing trust in a distributed system environment can be labeled in several different categories based on the proof they attempt to establish. For example, there are certificate-based systems for establishing the identity of machines in a network [4, 13, 5, 18]. Though successful in this regard, certificate-based approaches fail to verify that the underlying systems of these machines are performing as desired. For establishing trust in the secure operation of distributed systems, there has been work (e.g. CRISIS and Taos) in combining authentication, access control, and auditing [2, 15, 30, 1]. However these systems still fail to establish the integrity of each underlying system. That is, trust in distributed systems cannot be reduced to mere authentication, since there is still a concern about how data is handled in the network.
Current work in verifying the integrity of a remote system involves integrity measurement mechanisms [24, 16, 26, 14, 28, 20, 27, 23, 21], which typically involve using a cryptographic co-processor such as Trusted Computing Group’s Trusted Platform Module (TPM) [29]. By using a hardware-based attestation mechanism, the proof of the system’s integrity is cryptographically bound to the physical platform. The downside of these approaches is that a hardware-based attestation is time-consuming, taking about one second per proof generation. Thus, to be usable in practical applications, researchers must create a more intelligent approach to the use of these attestations.

Once the integrity measurement is developed, there is still the problem of having a remote party verify this measurement. The verification process varies dependent upon the particular integrity measurement system being used, but typically involves comparing the measurement against an expected value. Depending on the goal, successful validation of the measurement either allows further execution of the system or confirms trust in the execution of a remote party.

The next concern is extending these proofs of integrity of an individual system to that of a distributed system. Although the hardware-based attestation mechanisms can remotely prove the integrity of a system, there is still a concern that integrity-sensitive information is flowing to or from other unverified systems. Thus, to extend this solution to distributed systems, there is the concept of shared reference monitors such as Shamon [22]. Shamon uses a network of mutually attesting reference monitors to establish a proof of the whole distributed system.

However, another problem with many of these hardware-based attestation mechanisms (including Shamon) is that they solely focus on boot-time code measurements, and
fail to provide any guarantee regarding the runtime applications of the system. Users of the system would like to prove that the system was of high integrity at the time it generated integrity-sensitive data. Thus, work continues with the concept of an Integrity Witness and Virtual Machine Verifier (VMV) [25] to monitor integrity-sensitive operations and provide integrity proofs of a machine at a particular moment in time. Part of this requirement includes extending the concept of criteria beyond simply code measurements to include additional information about the system at that particular point in time, such as configuration options for integrity-sensitive applications. This system also relies on the creation of a Root of Trust for Installation (ROTI) to trace the creation of a machine back to a trusted installation media [6]. By using a static filesystem, this verification back to the installation can be performed more easily - the underlying code base of the minimal static system should remain the same. Our PortAuthority service is built into the VMV architecture, which uses the ROTI concept to establish trust in a system.
Chapter 3

Design

3.1 System Architecture

PortAuthority is intended to perform as a service on an architecture that provides system attestations as a measure of integrity. In particular, PortAuthority is installed on the virtual machines of a system constructed from a Shamon Core, or sCore [6]. An sCore contains a Xen hypervisor and Dom0 virtual machine, with the intention of being a small static system that is easy to verify. One of the goals of this system is to be able to tie the hash of its filesystem back to the installation, establishing a root of trust.

In addition, our installation of the sCore contains a Virtual Machine Verifier (VMV), which contains an Integrity Witness [25]. This component operates on the sCore to monitor all integrity-sensitive operations. It also generates an Integrity Enforcer on each installed virtual machine, and an Integrity Verifier to moderate all incoming connections. The Integrity Enforcer uses a modified SELinux LSM [19] to enforce PRIMA measurements [16]. PortAuthority is designed to fill this role as the Integrity Verifier.

Finally, an attestation daemon exists on both the sCore and the virtual machines to create and validate system attestations. This component was also generated as part of the VMV suite of services [25], and we utilize this tool in PortAuthority without further modification.
The criteria that are used in the creation and verification of attestations varies. The attestation daemon may wish to examine code hashes as well as configuration options to determine the security model enforced by a remote machine. The actual creation and verification of these attestations is in the domain of the attestation daemon and the VMV suite, and we will therefore not further explain that process here [25]. The important result is that these attestations are used to determine the approximate security model employed by the remote system, such as Biba [3] or Clark-Wilson [7].

We illustrate our system architecture in Figure 3.1. In this example, we show two virtual machines on one sCore, each of which may be using different applications. They both contain a PortAuthority service for mediating the incoming connections. We also see communication between PortAuthority on VM 1 and a remote machine, a process which utilizes the attestation daemon to request and validate the attestation of that remote machine.

3.2 Goals

When designing the PortAuthority system, we had several goals in mind. These goals relate to its implementation in the system architecture as described in Section 3.1. We will proceed by describing in detail each of the design goals for PortAuthority.

1. Mediation of High Integrity Network Communications: Protecting the communication channels of a system is an important factor in maintaining its integrity state. As a connection manager, the PortAuthority service must be able
Fig. 3.1. System Architecture

to regulate integrity-sensitive inputs to the system. Integrity-sensitive inputs include those which have the potential to affect the integrity of data on the system itself. That is, while certain communication channels may not pose a threat to the integrity of the system, others require careful monitoring.

2. **Minimizing Performance Impact**: Performance is a crucial factor with any service, since the public is not likely to accept any solution that is too slow or unwieldy. A user should be able to use the system without any noticeable change in network or processor overhead.

3. **Easy to Overlay on Existing Systems and Applications**: Users and application developers also insist on easy integration with existing software. Ideally, existing applications should not break or need to be modified heavily to see the
benefits of the system, and the users should not have to be concerned with a complex setup or configuration procedure.

3.3 PortAuthority Design

We will now describe in detail our design of the PortAuthority service. For organization, we will examine the design decisions as they relate to the goals described in Section 3.2. In addition, for each design decision, we will identify the necessary protocols that we will implement in Chapter 4.

3.3.1 Mediation of High Integrity Network Communications

Protecting the data integrity of a system requires protecting the integrity-sensitive inputs. Towards this end, we recognize several actions that are necessary to protect these inputs, which we enumerate in the following sections.

3.3.1.1 Blocking Untrusted Systems

By directly blocking access of untrusted systems to integrity-sensitive ports, which we call trusted ports, PortAuthority is able to ensure that only trusted systems are able to modify data on the system. Thus the system is able to maintain its integrity state. This blocking needs to occur outside of applications, such that the applications do not need to be modified or updated to work with PortAuthority. However, ports that can be accessed without fear of affecting the data integrity of the system can be explicitly defined. This functionality allows the administrator to decide which ports, which we call untrusted ports, are sufficiently protected to allow untrusted access.
For example, a webserver is likely to allow an unverified client to request and receive a page, despite not knowing anything about the state of the client’s system. Since this action does not affect the data on the webserver, it is not likely to affect the system’s integrity. Conversely, a database that allows a remote system to perform database operations is at risk, since these database operations can directly affect the integrity of the database itself. Thus, such a communication channel would need to ensure that the received data is of high integrity.

We recognize the following protocols that will need to be implemented:

- **Initialize Blocking**: This function will configure and start the input blocking mechanism. Since it forms the foundation of the input regulation, it should be called immediately when PortAuthority is started, which should occur at boot.

- **Specify Untrusted Ports**: This function will allow the administrator of the system to decide which ports can be accessed from both trusted and untrusted systems. The applications that use the ports will thus need to be trusted to handle any input safely.

### 3.3.1.2 Authentication of a System

After establishing the trust of a remote system that seeks access to trusted ports, PortAuthority needs to verify the remote system’s identity. PortAuthority is able to perform this authentication in a well-known manner. Once again, this authentication process should occur independent of which applications are being used, and should not require modification of existing applications.
We recognize the following protocols that will need to be implemented:

- **Set Initial Known Systems**: This function will specify which remote systems are initially known to our system. Simply being on this list will not grant the remote system access to trusted ports, since that system will first need to be attested, but it will enable the remote system to connect if it is successfully attested.

- **Authenticate Known System**: This function will perform the authentication of a remote system that has been seen before. Since PortAuthority will already have some knowledge about this system, the authentication process is more straightforward than for unknown systems.

- **Authenticate New System**: This function will perform the authentication of a previously-unknown remote system. PortAuthority will need to prove its identity, since it is not a system that was seen before. PortAuthority will also maintain some piece of knowledge about that system in order to verify its identity in the future. Once again, this should not be confused with the attestation process - authentication merely identifies the remote system, but does not necessarily grant it access to trusted ports.

### 3.3.1.3 Determining Trust of a System

Regardless of determining their identity, PortAuthority denies access to remote machines that are not sufficiently trusted. Thus, PortAuthority provides a method to determine the trust level of a remote machine.

We recognize the following protocol that will need to be implemented:
• **Perform System Attestation**: This function will verify whether or not a remote machine is sufficiently trusted. PortAuthority will use this information to decide whether or not this remote machine can access trusted ports.

### 3.3.1.4 Maintaining Trust of a System

Simply attesting a remote system at connection-time does not allow us to verify that this system will remain one of high integrity. Thus, PortAuthority performs a periodic rechecking of each remote system that is connected to the trusted ports. The goal of these periodic rechecks is to ensure that the integrity-sensitive inputs are safe from machines that become untrusted. In addition, PortAuthority detects when a connected peer suddenly stops responding, since this situation may imply a problem with the remote machine. Additionally, this dead peer detection provides PortAuthority with protection against reset attacks, which occur when a machine is able to reboot into an untrusted state while maintaining an active connection.

We recognize the following protocols that will need to be implemented:

- **Recheck Procedure**: This procedure will need to be performed periodically, and will recheck each connected system. The administrator will be able to specify how often the recheck procedure is executed and how stale a verification may become before the remote system is no longer trusted.

- **Dead Peer Detection**: This functionality will alert PortAuthority whenever a connected peer goes dead or otherwise stops responding. PortAuthority will then destroy and clean up the connection.
3.3.2 Minimizing Performance Impact

Minimizing the performance impact of PortAuthority requires reducing the effect of the operations which show the most overhead. As described in Chapter 2, the attestation process is the slowest individual operation. This operation is on the critical path to establishing a trusted link, and trusted applications are unable to communicate until this link is established. As a result, avoiding an attestation when possible is crucial for a quick response time, which is necessary in any user-based or time-critical application. Additionally, the network bandwidth required for passing attestations is larger than for any other operation, since it requires sending code measurements and configuration options. Thus, many of the PortAuthority performance improvements aim to reduce the number of attestations required across the distributed system. We enumerate the steps taken to enhance the performance in the following sections.

3.3.2.1 Reduce Number of Directly Attested Links

In order to reduce the number of directly attested links, some amount of information must be communicated among the nodes in the distributed system. Take, for example, Figures 3.2 and 3.3. In Figure 3.2, we see that all nodes are mutually attesting each other, where the directed edges indicate trusted communication flow.

However, indirect attestations, as seen in Figure 3.3, can reduce the number of attestations required. In this example, Machine B has attested Machine C, and thus there is a trusted communication flow from Machine C to Machine B. Likewise, there is a trusted communication flow from Machine B to Machine A. As a result, there is an indirect trusted communication flow from Machine C to Machine A, as indicated by the
Fig. 3.2. A view of three nodes in which each is directly attesting each other, as indicated by the solid lines. Each directed edge indicates a trusted information flow.

dotted line. In this case, Machine A is able to implicitly trust Machine C as a result of his trusting of Machine B.

This form of indirect or transitive trust is possible through the attestation mechanism. The criteria to be verified contains information about what a system trusts, in addition to what that system itself enforces. Thus, successful verification of a system’s criteria implies trusting that system’s enforcement of its own connections. As a result, it is possible to trust any machines that are verified by a trusted party - in effect, we are trusting a remote machine to correctly verify new machines for us, which is checked and enforced through the criteria itself.

We recognize the following protocols that will need to be implemented:

- **Add Link**: This function will cause PortAuthority to initialize an active connection with a remote machine. PortAuthority will first need to attest this machine, if necessary. If successful, this remote machine will be able to access trusted ports
Fig. 3.3. A view of three nodes in which an indirect attestation has taken place. In this case, Machine A has indirectly attested Machine C through Machine B, as indicated by the dotted line. Directed edges indicate trusted information flows.

on the system, and PortAuthority will proceed to recheck the remote machine as necessary via the Recheck Procedure.

• **Remove Link**: This function serves as the inverse operation to Add Link. It will simply cause PortAuthority to drop the active connection with a specified remote machine.

• **Request Update**: This function will request information about trusted links from a remote party. It is through this function that PortAuthority receives information about trusted machines that were not directly attested.

### 3.3.2.2 Stop Attesting When Possible

Another way of reducing the number of directly attested links is to cease attesting links when possible. For example, if a remote machine requests a connection in order to send integrity-sensitive data, PortAuthority will first require a successful attestation of that machine and will then proceed to recheck that machine periodically. However, once
that machine is no longer sending data on the trusted ports, PortAuthority no longer needs to continue to recheck it.

We recognize the following protocol that will need to be implemented:

- **Check for Idleness**: The function will be executed periodically and will check whether or not all connected remote machines are still using the trusted ports. If not, PortAuthority will remove them via the Remove Link functionality.

### 3.3.3 Easy Overlay with Existing Systems and Applications

In order to easily integrate with existing systems and applications, PortAuthority needs to be able to automatically perform its necessary operations independent of the type of application. Ideally, applications will not need to be modified to work with the benefits of PortAuthority, and the users and/or system administrators will not need to perform a large amount of configuration ahead of time. Thus, PortAuthority provides several mechanisms to ease its integration with current systems, which we enumerate in the following sections.

#### 3.3.3.1 Automatic Link Generation

Creation of attested links should happen only when necessary, and without explicit application or user request in order to be easy to use. As a result, PortAuthority provides a mechanism which, once initially configured with the list of trusted ports, will automatically detect an attempt to reach a trusted port and will establish a trusted link with that remote party if it is successfully attested. This automatic connection will
occur without modifications to the applications using these ports, and will not require user intervention.

We recognize the following protocols that will need to be implemented:

- **Automatic Connection Configuration**: With this function, the administrator will be able to specify which ports are trusted and should signal PortAuthority to attempt to create a trusted connection automatically.

- **Automatic Connection Initialization**: This function will cause PortAuthority to initialize the automatic connection process. Once initialized, any connections to ports specified in the configuration will cause PortAuthority to attempt to generate a trusted link.

### 3.3.3.2 Configuration Options

For easy modification by the administrator, PortAuthority provides multiple configuration options. For example, PortAuthority will allow the administrator to specify parameters regarding time until attestation rechecks, dead peer detection, and the list of trusted ports.

We recognize the following protocol that will need to be implemented:

- **Set Parameter**: This function will simply allow the administrator to specify a configuration option for PortAuthority.
3.4 Conclusion

We have described the system architecture around the PortAuthority service, the
design goals for the service, and the different protocols that will need to be implemented.
We will now proceed to describe the implementation of these protocols in Chapter 4.
Chapter 4

Implementation

4.1 PortAuthority Overview

We implemented PortAuthority as a series of functions and daemons written in Python. We also utilized other technologies, most importantly iptables and Openswan IPsec [31], to help with the connection management.

Before we introduce the specific functions and daemons we built, we will first describe the primary data structures used for connection management. The PortAuthority service on each machine maintains two global tables: the *Active Connections Table* and the *Propagation Table*.

The Active Connections Table maintains the list of all remote machines that are currently connected to trusted ports on the local machine. By rule, these machines must have passed verification and have been successfully authenticated. Since these are the machines that have the authority to supply integrity-sensitive data, these are the machines that PortAuthority needs to regularly monitor to ensure they remain of high integrity.

The Propagation Table, on the other hand, contains the list of all verified machines, whether or not they are actively connected to the trusted ports on the current machine. This table is used by PortAuthority to potentially determine the integrity state of a connecting machine without directly performing an attestation and verification. The
The table contains the verified machines, the machine that performed the verification, and the time that the verification took place (which PortAuthority uses to determine whether or not the recorded attestation is sufficiently fresh).

The actual usage of these tables will be described in detail in the protocol implementations in Section 4.2. However, consider the following example of how the tables are used:

Let Machine A request an attestation of Machine B, which is successfully verified. Machine A adds machine B to its Propagation Table, with itself listed as the verifier. Machine A proceeds to pull Machine B’s Propagation Table, which it implicitly trusts since it just verified Machine B. Machine A merges Machine B’s Propagation Table with its own. Say Machine B’s Propagation Table includes Machine C. Now if Machine A attempts to connect with Machine C, it will find Machine C in its local Propagation Table with Machine B as the verifier. Assuming that that particular attestation is still fresh (checking the time in the table), Machine A will be able to connect to Machine C without first performing a direct attestation of Machine C. However, since Machine A did not directly attest Machine C, it will not pull Machine C’s Propagation Table in the process - which is desirable, since anything in Machine C’s Propagation Table is necessarily in Machine B’s, since Machine B verified Machine C. This example is exactly the situation pictured in Figure 3.3.
4.2 Protocol Implementation

The implementation of each protocol described in Chapter 3 provided us with some challenges. We will detail these challenges and solutions in the following sections, ordered by protocol.

4.2.1 Initialize Blocking

One of the basic requirements of PortAuthority is that it protects the integrity-sensitive applications from unauthorized access. PortAuthority is preconfigured with the list of integrity-sensitive ports, or trusted ports (see Section 4.2.15). PortAuthority performs this initial layer of protection via iptables, which works without modification of the applications: all incoming traffic is subjected to the iptables firewall before being forwarded to the applications themselves. Due to this implementation decision, all trusted communications to and from trusted processes must occur via Internet Protocol (IP).

PortAuthority initializes the iptables rules immediately when the service is started. Certain ports that are known not to affect the data integrity of the machine are given full access - that is, a remote machine can connect to these ports without being verified. These ports include the PortAuthority daemon itself and the Attestation Daemon, since untrusted remote machines will need to access these daemons to become verified initially (see Section 4.2.9). In addition, multicast DNS for network setup and the IKE daemon for IPsec are allowed: both of these need to be used prior to the establishment of trusted
links. In all of these cases, the open applications do not affect data on the system; thus, the integrity of the system is able to be maintained even with access to remote parties.

The remainder of the ports are blocked, aside from the list of trusted ports - these ports can still be accessed, but only by verified systems. As will be described in Section 4.2.4, IPsec is used to perform the authentication of verified systems - our system will only create an IPsec tunnel with a system that is first verified. Thus, we can restrict access to trusted ports as desired simply by only allowing IPsec traffic to these ports, and we have built our iptables rules accordingly.

4.2.2 Specify Untrusted Ports

In addition to the ports that are automatically accessible to both verified and unverified remote parties, the administrator can specify additional ports to operate in this fashion. These untrusted ports should only be used for applications that cannot affect the integrity of the system itself.

For example, a web server would likely want to allow clients to retrieve webpages without first verifying each client, since retrieval of webpages should not affect the integrity of the web server. Thus the web server administrator would likely define HTTP port 80 to be untrusted. Then it is up to the clients to decide whether or not they will require an attestation of the web server - regardless of their decision, the web server will not require an attestation of the client in return.
4.2.3 Set Initial Known Systems

As will be described in Section 4.2.4, we will be using IPsec to perform authentication of systems. However, in order to perform this authentication, some previous knowledge of the connecting system is necessary. We use certificates to serve this function. Each virtual machine, at the time it is created, will be given a certificate signed by underlying sCore for that virtual machine.

Thus, this initialization process involves obtaining the certificates of all the virtual machines that we wish to know initially, as well as any necessary sCore root certificates. We obtain these certificates from a trusted source and place them in the appropriate directories for use by Openswan IPsec. For testing purposes, we simply copied these certificates to different systems as necessary; however, in practice, a public key infrastructure would be necessary.

4.2.4 Authenticate Known System

Authentication in our setup occurs via establishment of IPsec tunnels with shared public keys, or certificates. Note that this authentication process is separate from trusting the remote party’s underlying system, which occurs prior to the establishment of the IPsec tunnel (see Section 4.2.9). Using these shared certificates is a well-known method of establishing the identity of nodes in the distributed system [5, 18, 13].

For this process, we assume that we already have the certificate of the connecting machine: we may have retrieved this certificate either by the initial setup, described in Section 4.2.3, or by obtaining the certificate of a new system, described in Section 4.2.5.
Having these certificates allows us to cryptographically prove the identity of the connecting system. We then configure Openswan IPsec to create a tunnel secured with null-encrypted ESP. Our choice to use null encryption was due to our reason for using IPsec: we only want to authenticate the source, not encrypt the traffic between the systems. Since all application traffic will pass through the IPsec tunnel once it is established, we did not want to negatively affect performance through encryption. If an application uses its own form of encryption, it will proceed uninhibited and simply pass through the IPsec tunnel without being doubly encrypted. However, if the application chooses not to encrypt transmitted data, we do not wish to enforce this decision upon it.

4.2.5 Authenticate New System

Authenticating a new system provides an additional challenge beyond that of authenticating a known system: we need to obtain the certificate of this new system. If we already have (and trust) the root certificate of the underlying sCore of this new system, the certificate can merely be transmitted over the network - since it is signed by the private key of the sCore, that sCore vouches for the identity of the system.

The situation is more difficult when the new system is contained on an unknown sCore. In this case, we first need to obtain the sCore’s certificate in a secure fashion. Since this new sCore’s certificate would also need to be stored on our own sCore, which does not contain the PortAuthority service, we leave this process to the sCore to handle.
Once the certificate of the new system and its sCore (if necessary) are installed in
the appropriate locations, the authentication process proceeds exactly as described for
known systems in Section 4.2.4.

4.2.6 Perform System Attestation

When PortAuthority needs to request a system attestation, it first checks whether
or not that system needs to be verified. The administrator is able to specify specific
systems that do not need attestations via the PortAuthority configuration (see Sec-
tion 4.2.15).

If the system does need to be verified, PortAuthority then checks the Propagation
Table to determine if a fresh verification already exists. PortAuthority is thus able to
reduce the number of actual attestations by using prior knowledge of verified systems.
However, if no fresh verification exists in the Propagation Table, then PortAuthority will
need to request a new one.

PortAuthority does not directly perform the verification of remote systems. How-
ever, it interfaces with the Attestation Daemon to make requests to perform system
attestations. The Attestation Daemon requests the attestation from the remote system,
and performs the verification of the criteria to determine whether or not the remote
system is trusted. The result of this verification process is returned to PortAuthority,
which then determines whether or not to allow the connection. If the verification was
successful, PortAuthority will proceed to request an update of propagation information,
as described in Section 4.2.11.

This system verification process is reiterated in the Figure 4.1.
Fig. 4.1. System Verification Procedure
4.2.7 Recheck Procedure

The recheck procedure occurs at a regular time interval, which can be specified in the configuration options (see Section 4.2.15). Rechecking remote machines is a multi-step process, which is illustrated in Figure 4.2.

First, this procedure will obtain the list of all active connections via the Active Connections Table - these are the machines that need to be rechecked, since they have the authority to provide integrity-sensitive data. For each of these connections, the verification procedure (Section 4.2.6) is executed - if any system fails this recheck, the connection is immediately dropped and its entry is removed from the Active Connections Table.

Next, for each connection that remains, the idle connection daemon is used to determine whether the connection is still actively supplying integrity-sensitive data. This daemon is described in detail in Section 4.2.12. If any connection is idle, the connection is dropped and it is removed from the Active Connections Table to avoid unnecessarily verifying the system repeatedly.

4.2.8 Dead Peer Detection

To handle dead peer detection, we had to create and integrate a daemon in PortAuthority with a modifiable script in Openswan. Openswan has dead peer detection functionality contained within it, and offers a script to run arbitrary shell commands upon detection of a dead peer. We use this script to communicate dead peers back to PortAuthority via a Unix domain socket.
Thus, the dead peer detection daemon within PortAuthority waits for indication from Openswan that an IPsec connection is broken. When this occurs, the connection is broken and the remote machine’s entries in the Active Connection Table and Propagation Table are removed. Thus, the remote machine will not be able to connect again until it has a fresh entry in the Propagation Table, which can only happen if the current machine or another trusted machine attests the dead peer once it returns to activity.

4.2.9 Add Link

Ensuring incoming data is of high integrity requires both verifying the source’s underlying system and authenticating that source. Thus, adding a link to a remote system combines two of the previously described mechanisms: performing a system attestation (Section 4.2.6) and authenticating a source (Section 4.2.4). If a source is
successfully verified via the verification procedure (Figure 4.1), then the creation of the IPsec tunnel can proceed.

We implement this process with the creation of two interacting daemons, which we illustrate in Figure 4.3. Namely, we implemented a Command Daemon, which communicates with the Listener Daemon on the other machine to facilitate the creation of a connection.

The Listener Daemon waits for requests for trusted connections. It will request attestations if necessary via the verification procedure, and will then set up an IPsec tunnel if the verification was successful. This daemon acts as the server for the Command Daemon.

The Command Daemon, in turn, waits for requests for commands from the local machine. The only command is to set up a trusted connection with a remote machine. This daemon communicates with the Listener Daemon of the remote machine after performing an attestation, if necessary. The Command Daemon can be invoked manually on the local machine with a script available to administrative users, and it is also invoked by the Automatic Connection Detection Daemon (see Section 4.2.14).

In both cases, the daemons add the remote host to their respective PortAuthority’s Active Connections Table if the procedure was successful.

4.2.10 Remove Link

This function serves as the inverse to the Add Link function. Since the cleanup procedure for a removed link is mostly the same regardless of the reason for removal, we created this function to simplify that process. This function will tear down the
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Fig. 4.3. Connection Creation Procedure
IPsec tunnel and remove the entry from the Active Connections Table and Propagation Table. By also removing the entry from the Propagation Table, we prevent the remote machine from being able to connect again without verification by simply initializing the connection procedure itself. While the remote machine will be able to attempt to connect again, it will first need to have a fresh verification created.

This function is invoked by the verification procedure (Figure 4.1) if the verification fails, and also by the dead peer detection daemon (Section 4.2.8). The idle connection detection daemon will also invoke this function (Section 4.2.12), but in this situation the cleanup process is slightly different: the entry from the Propagation Table is not removed. Thus, if a connection is considered idle and torn down, it can be reestablished quickly if the verification in the Propagation Table is still fresh. As a result, PortAuthority is able to efficiently handle the case where a connection temporarily appears idle but then continues to transmit data shortly thereafter.

4.2.11 Request Update

After a remote machine is successfully verified, this function is invoked to request the Propagation Table of that remote machine. It is through this function that PortAuthority is able to significantly reduce the number of full system attestations required, since information about verified machines is transmitted through the current distributed system.

Once the remote Propagation Table is pulled, it is merged with the current local Propagation Table. This process simply keeps the most recent verification of each verified machine, which only requires a comparison since the times of verification are
included within the Propagation Tables. The only other implementation requirement was a lightweight Propagation Request Daemon, which receives requests for the local Propagation Table and transmits it to the requesting party.

4.2.12 Check for Idleness

PortAuthority checks and removes idle connections in order to reduce the number of required attestations and verifications. For all connections that have not been used recently, the connection is dropped. Recent connections are detected via netstat, which lists all actively connected machines and which ports are being used. A connection is maintained only if the remote machine has recently accessed one of the trusted ports, since that is the only traffic that requires a verified link. We cannot simply check for any traffic between the two systems, since there will be always be IPsec and reattestation traffic even if there is no traffic on the trusted ports. If the connection is determined to be idle, then this observation is sent to the remote system, which performs the same check. If the remote system agrees that the connection is idle, it will drop the connection via the Remove Link function (Section 4.2.10). As described in Section 4.2.10, the IPsec connection is dropped and the machine is removed from the Active Connections Table, but remains in the Propagation Table. Thus, if the remote machine requests to connect again to a trusted port, and the attestation is still fresh, the connection can continue without an attestation.

In order to listen for idle observations, we had to implement another daemon to handle these messages. Both systems must mutually agree that the connection is idle before dropping the connection since it may be the case that only one is concerned
with the incoming traffic on the communicating ports. Thus, one machine may detect that the connection is idle, even though the other machine is still actively concerned about the incoming traffic: in this case, the connection should not be dropped. Our implementation of idle detection handles these situations.

### 4.2.13 Automatic Connection Configuration

Since we want PortAuthority to automatically determine when creation of trusted links is necessary, we must first define what these trusted links should be. Via a configuration option, as described in Section 4.2.15, an administrator is able to define the ports that should automatically create a trusted link when they are accessed by remote parties. These are, by definition, the same trusted ports used to receive integrity-sensitive data. The automatic connection implementation occurs as described in Section 4.2.14.

### 4.2.14 Automatic Connection Initialization

Using the list of trusted ports defined in Section 4.2.13, PortAuthority is able to detect connection attempts to these ports. PortAuthority then automatically initiates the process to create a trusted link without an explicit user request or application modification. The implementation of this functionality is again done through iptables: all non-IPsec traffic that is sent to these ports is instead forwarded (via DNAT forwarding on the PREROUTING table) to a separate daemon that listens for any incoming traffic. When this daemon detects incoming traffic, it makes a request to the Command Daemon (described in Section 4.2.9) to create a trusted link with the remote machine. If successful, an IPsec tunnel will be created and future traffic from this remote machine to the
trusted ports will proceed uninhibited. This implementation meets the design goal of easily overlaying PortAuthority with existing systems, since the applications themselves do not need modification and the user does not need to intervene aside from initially defining the trusted ports (Section 4.2.13).

4.2.15 Set Parameter

PortAuthority allows the administrator to define several parameters that determine how it will operate. Since some of these configuration parameters directly affect how well the system will monitor other systems, they will be included in the criteria used in the attestation process. For example, a poorly-informed administrator could set the verification recheck time to be several days, even though a more reasonable time would likely be less than a minute long. This setting would expose that administrator’s system to attacks in which a remote system is trustworthy at one time but later becomes of low integrity (such as by suddenly allowing any remote user to connect without authentication or authorization).

We have defined the following parameters that an administrator may wish to modify:

- **Recheck Time**: This parameter defines how often PortAuthority rechecks the verification of every actively connected system. That is, this parameter defines how often the Recheck Procedure is executed (Section 4.2.7).

- **Stale Time**: This parameter defines how old a verification may be in the Propagation Table before it is determined to be too old to use, and thus another verification
must be performed. This parameter is thus used in the System Attestation Procedure (Section 4.2.6).

- **Dead Peer Detection Time**: This parameter defines how long a remote peer may go unresponsive before it is determined to be dead. It is used in the Openswan IPsec configuration files that are created for each connection, since Openswan provides the indication of dead peers to PortAuthority (Section 4.2.8).

- **Trusted Machines**: This parameter contains a list of all of the machines that are allowed to connect to trusted ports even without verification. This parameter is described in the System Attestation Procedure (Section 4.2.6).

- **Trusted Ports**: This parameter defines the list of all the trusted ports that PortAuthority must protect. This list is used in the creation of the initial firewall rules (Section 4.2.1) and in the daemon that automatically detects connections to trusted ports (Section 4.2.14).

4.3 Conclusion

Through this implementation of the PortAuthority service, we were able to create and test our implementation on actual distributed systems. We will proceed to evaluate the performance of this implementation in Chapter 5.
Chapter 5

Evaluation

5.1 Introduction

In order to gauge the effectiveness of the PortAuthority service, we constructed several systems to test its performance. These tests aim to measure several aspects of PortAuthority: its ability to initialize connections quickly, its ability to work in a large-scale distributed system without a major performance impact, and its ability to handle large connection sets.

We performed these tests on multiple Dell PowerEdge M605 blades. These machines have 8-core 2.3GHz Dual Quad-core AMD Opteron processors, 16.0GB RAM, and 2x73GB SAS Drives (RAID1). These systems were connected on an isolated network over a Gigabit Ethernet switch. Each blade served as the Xen hypervisor, and hosted multiple virtual machine domains for testing. The exact organization of virtual machines was dependent upon the experiment, so we will elaborate on these setups in the following sections. However, in all cases, the configuration for PortAuthority remained the same: active connections were rechecked for fresh verifications every 20 seconds, and a verification older than 45 seconds needed to be completed again.

We begin with a series of microbenchmarks in Section 5.2 to evaluate the time required for individual steps in the connection process. In Section 5.3, we build a large distributed system to compute macrobenchmarks: these describe the performance of
PortAuthority from the view of a full distributed system. Finally, in Section 5.4, we
determine the load-handling capability of PortAuthority by requiring a single node to
handle multiple simultaneous connections.

5.2 Microbenchmarks

We generated a series of microbenchmarks within the PortAuthority service to
measure the performance impact of the various operations. We applied these benchmarks
in the connection procedure (see Section 4.2.9), since this procedure is on the critical
path to initially establishing a verified link. While some significant operations, such as
attestation generation and verification, occur during other procedures, these procedures
occur in parallel with the ongoing communication between two nodes; thus, the impact
of these procedures is better evaluated in the macrobenchmarks in Section 5.3.

To obtain these results, our experimental setup included two virtual machines
which created a mutually attested and verified link. That is, one machine requested a
trusted connection with the other, and both sides verified attestations prior to authoriz-
ing the connection. Table 5.1 displays the real computational time of the operations in
the Command Daemon and Listener Daemon, as well as the computational time of the
daemons as a whole.

The total time required for the Listener Daemon includes an attestation and
a generation of an IPsec configuration file and connection specification. These three
operations account for 1.504 (80.0%) of the total time of the Listener Daemon. That is,
the majority of the time delay for the Listener Daemon occurred for the attestation and
for IPsec setup - neither of which can be controlled by PortAuthority.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Operation</th>
<th>Computational Time (seconds)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Attestation Time</td>
<td>1.087 ± 0.010</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Generating IPsec Configuration File</td>
<td>0.00027 ± 0.000022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Generating IPsec Connection Specification</td>
<td>0.417 ± 0.020</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Generating IPsec SA</td>
<td>0.588 ± 0.026</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Listener Daemon</td>
<td>1.880 ± 0.097</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Command Daemon</td>
<td>4.349 ± 0.095</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 5.1. PortAuthority microbenchmarks: the time required to compute different phases in the connection process.

Similarly, the Command Daemon requires an attestation and all of the IPsec operations (including the creation of the IPsec Security Association). However, the Command Daemon is also required to wait for the Listener Daemon to execute, and is thus effectively required to wait for both attestations and all of the IPsec initialization commands. These commands account for 3.597 (82.6%) of the total time required for the execution of the Command Daemon.

These results indicate that while the time to initialize a verified link is fairly large, the majority of the time required is due to attestations and IPsec setup: both of which cannot be heavily influenced by PortAuthority itself. Thus, PortAuthority is able to manage connections with minimal overhead beyond the required waiting periods.

5.3 Macrobenchmarks

In order to evaluate the large-scale performance of the PortAuthority service, we generated a large working distributed system. To this end, we implemented a 40-node Tor anonymity network [11] that was used to request webpages from an Apache webserver.

We use this example since Tor inherently provides a large degree of interconnectivity
that is, many Tor nodes connect to many other Tor nodes when multiple clients are using the network.

Thus, our experimental setup consisted of forty Tor nodes, two of which were the required authoritative servers. These nodes were split over four of the blade servers described in Section 5.1, with ten nodes per server. An additional server housed a single application virtual machine with the Apache webserver, while another server contained ten client virtual machines. These client machines would make requests for an 8kb file to the webserver via the Tor network. In addition, these clients would make these requests from multiple threads to simulate additional clients. Each simulated client would generate its own three-hop route through the Tor network - this is the default Tor route length.

In terms of verification, the Tor nodes verify each other through a chain of mutually-attested links. Thus, each Tor node is attesting two neighboring Tor nodes. However, due to the message passing mechanism, each Tor node is implicitly able to trust each of the other Tor nodes due to indirect verification (see Section 3.3.2). Additionally, the clients are able to verify the whole of the Tor network simply by attesting a single node in the network. Note that the clients themselves do not need to be verified by the Tor network, since the operations they perform are unable to affect the integrity of the Tor network itself. For the purposes of this test, we also assume the webserver is trusted and does not require it to be verified - the goal is to determine the performance impact of PortAuthority on the distributed Tor network.

For this test, we measure the average requests per second and the average latency of client requests to the webserver in three cases: a vanilla Tor network, Tor using IPsec
only (with PortAuthority not running), and Tor with PortAuthority managing IPsec and verifications. These results are displayed in Figure 5.1 (average latency) and Figure 5.2 (average requests per second).
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**Fig. 5.1.** Average latency for the Tor network under three different scenarios

These results indicate that the majority of the network-wide performance impact of PortAuthority is simply due to IPsec tunnels. Even though we use null encryption for the IPsec tunnel, we can see that IPsec still has a significant impact on performance. Since each web request and subsequent response are required to travel through three intermediary Tor nodes, the impact of IPsec is magnified: each packet from client to webserver (and webserver to client) effectively travels through four IPsec tunnels rather than one. The additional network overhead of PortAuthority is a result of the system attestations that are sent across the network. However, this additional overhead is clearly
Fig. 5.2. Average requests per second for the Tor network under three different scenarios.

minimal compared to the overhead of IPsec. Thus, relevant future work would include finding another mechanism for security-labelled connection authentication.

5.4 Stress Testing

Finally, we chose to evaluate the load capabilities of PortAuthority - that is, how many simultaneous connections PortAuthority is able to handle before performance begins to degrade significantly. For this experiment, we used a single virtual machine and began to create mutually attested links with more and more remote machines, creating a hub-and-spoke network model.

To evaluate performance, we used the response time for attestation requests. Since the central node will be bombarded with multiple reattestation requests, we can evaluate its ability to successfully function within the distributed system by its ability to respond to requests from peers. In an actual distributed system, a node may choose to break
its connection with another if that node does not respond to a request in a reasonable amount of time - thus, reponse time is an appropriate measure of the ability of a node to function in a verified network.

We see the results of our experiment in Figure 5.3. In order to create more attestation request collisions earlier, the attestations were rechecked every 5 seconds and were considered stale if older than 9 seconds.

![Average Response Time vs Number of Simultaneous Connections](image)

**Fig. 5.3.** Average response time for attestation requests

The major performance problems caused by multiple simultaneous verified links from a single node justify our goal of reducing the number of attestations and directly verified links required. Although no performance gains would be possible via link management in this particular network model, other distributed system structures would be able to perform better with indirectly attested links.
Chapter 6

Synopsis

In many of the systems used today, users implicitly trust a number of machines to be performing correctly. Authentication of a remote machine is possible, and a user can validate that a single remote machine is in fact operating correctly, but extending this operation to distributed systems has proven difficult. Certain solutions exist for distributed systems, such as Shamon, but these solutions only provide load-time measurements of code and fail to prove the integrity of a system at a particular time.

The VMV work builds upon the Shamon architecture to prove the integrity of a distributed system at a particular time. This solution only requires the validation of a single machine in that distributed system. However, it requires a smart method of connection management to ensure protection of integrity-sensitive inputs and to improve performance.

In this work, we have proposed the PortAuthority system as a method for handling trusted connections in a network. We have shown an efficient mechanism for enforcing that connections are only made to trusted remote parties, without affecting the applications that use these connections. In addition, we have shown how to tweak the design for further performance enhancements, such as by passing messages about trusted links. Finally, we have created and evaluated an implementation of our PortAuthority service design to show its negligible impact on performance.
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